
“Wall Street says Take Back!

We say Fight Back!

NO on C!  NO on D!
Tax the Rich!”

-Ted Gullicksen, San Francisco Tenants Union

The San Francisco Chronicle made it clear in a recent editorial that Propositions C and D are just the

latest round in an ongoing attack on the right of workers to affordable health care and liveable pensions --

and that there are more attacks to come if we don’t hold the line against Wall Street and its flunkies.

“San Franciscans should have no illusions...”  wrote the Chronicle editors. “Props. C and D

offer only modest down payments on the reforms that must be pursued...”  in the continuing assault

on the right of city workers, and of all workers, to health care and a decent retirement.

Worse yet, writes the Chronicle, “The very fact that business and labor leaders are supporting
Prop. C... sets the stage for... further reforms that will almost certainly be needed to address...
pensions and health-care”  in the future.  [All quotes from “Prop. C offers a step toward reform,” 10-2-11]

The “reforms” that the Chronicle is demanding are just more attacks on workers’ rights.  Labor must

stop collaborating with the corporate elite and fight back against Wall Street by any means necessary.
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